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Personal preparation: Read the passage, review your outline and think through the 
questions. With your group, watch the video blog together (www.efcc.org/video-blog).

CONNECTING

1. Which one of the enemies mentioned in the message this weekend is most prevalent in 
 your life today?

GROWING

2. As you think about your response in Question One, give some consideration to how 
 each of the three “Secrets to eating with your enemies” impacts your ability to feast 
 on grace in the midst of, and in spite of, its very real presence in your life.

SHARING

3. Of all the things you shared in Question Two, what’s one that you would like to apply 
 this week? Why? How can your group pray for you?
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SERMON BASED-DEVOTIONALS
Get encouragement Monday to Friday straight to your inbox! You can sign up on our 
Emmanuel Faith CC app or online at www.efcc.org/devotional.

                                                                                                                                  (Religion)

                                                                                                                                  (Gospel)

The                                                                fuels the                                                               .

•Guest #1:                                                                                                                         

•Guest #2:                                                                                                                         

•Guest #3:                                                                                                                         

•Guest #4:                                                                                                                         

Secrets to eating with your enemies:

•Remember that you live                                              , not                                             .

•Focus on                                                       , not on                                                       .

•Place all of your                                               on Christ’s                                              .

Additional Resources:

•The Gospel Mystery of Sanctification by Walter Marshall
•The Cure by John Lynch, Bruce McNicol, Bill Thrall
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Me  Enemies  Table (Religion) 
 
Me  Table  Enemies (Gospel) 
 
 
The feast of grace fuels the walk of faith. 
 

- Guest #1: Prevailing pain 
 
 

- Guest #2: Past failure 
 
 

- Guest #3: Present sin 
 
 

- Guest #4: Perceived unworthiness 
 
 
Secrets to eating with your enemies: 
 

- Remember that you live from love, not for love.  
 

- Focus on the feast, not on your enemies. 
 

- Place all of your dependency on Christ’s sufficiency. 
 
 
Additional Resources: 
 

 The Gospel Mystery of Sanctification by Walter Marshall 
 

 The Cure by John Lynch, Bruce McNicol, Bill Thrall 


